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VIVA Las Vegas!
For Stags, Stagettes & Weddings
We are the unequivocal Las Vegas
Experts. For 5 years we have been
traveling to Vegas 4-6 times a year &
making connections.
From the clubs, to private reception options,
cakes, makeup and hair to flowers, you NEED
us for the perfect wedding, stagette or stag.
Here are a few of our Vegas tips:
*YOU DON’T SIT IN CLUBS UNLESS
YOU HAVE VIP Bottle Service. Clubs and bars in Vegas
don’t operate like Canadian venues. You can’t just walk
into a club and sit where you want. EVERY seat is
RESERVED.
*From April to September, the places to party are the
Private Pool Parties. They combine sun, DJ’s & partying
all into one- who could ask for more!
*We are impartial & not backed by any specific vendor
or club. We will provide our honest opinions & ensure you go to the venue,
restaurant, club that BEST meets your tastes, style & preferences.
*Can’t decide where to go before you leave? Always keep our number
or email in your back pocket. Once you get to Vegas and decide on
a club- call us- as we know the top people at EVERY club to get
your past the lines.
*Vegas is super economical right now. Many restaurants are
not even charging minimums for private room rentals.
To save even more, consider booking your event
during the week.

Destination Weddings:
In the past 5 years destination weddings have
exploded in popularity. For most couples, the
concept of a vacation AND a wedding is so
appealing. Despite their intrigue, far away
weddings still do require planning & research.

WE ARE EXCITED TO
ANNOUNCE:
Due to high demand Time Is Money
will be focusing the majority of our
wedding planning on Las Vegas
Weddings, Las Vegas Stags &
Stagettes and Destination Weddings.
We will continue to organize a
LIMITED number of Calgary & Banff
Weddings per year.
Make sure you book now to ensure
you have the best planners
on your side!

We are your SANITY savers,
We are your fairy GODMOTHER,
We are your BEST kept secret,
We are your

BEHIND-THE-SCENE-QUEENS

Mention this newsletter
& receive an
ADDITIONAL HOUR
on any bridal package

Keep in mind that we differ from typical travel agencies in that we offer PERSONALIZATION. You
will always have one point of contact. Furthermore, we travel extensively to experience destinations
first hand, so we can give PERSONAL opinions & advice based on REAL trips, not just pictures.
Here are some ideas and suggestions to keep in mind:
1) Know the rules of the country you are going to. Some countries have specific documents to be
translated and also require the couple to be in the country for a set number of days before
they can be married.
2) Even if the resort has an event coordinator, hire a home based wedding coordinator to shoulder
your stresses. We speak & write Spanish. Remember, “Caribbean/Island/Latin” time often prevails.
3) Give people advance notice of travel dates, so they can prepare & budget.
4) Do not be offended if some people are unable to travel to the destination.
5) Prepare small tour booklets for your guests before you all leave about the destination & schedules.
6) Explore unique & fun favours for your guests. Favours can be given at the wedding or combined as a thank-you afterwards.
7) Plan an “After Party” for when you return. Recreate some of the special moments to relive the experience for everyone.

